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Help Build Interactive Maps
Leading up to and throughout the 2020-21 academic year, the theme team worked with WSU students and faculty in
the MIS-College of Business to develop a series of interactive mapping visuals that were designed to help us as a
community to understand our global connections.
The WSU community was invited to participate by:
•
•
•

responding to the questionnaire(s)
exploring live data visualizations of responses from the WSU community
incorporating this topic into classrooms or extra-curricular group conversations

What do the survey questions and visuals mean to you and to your identity or identities? What aspects of your
global identities are not represented by these maps and data?
Have you had meaningful travel experiences around the U.S. or around the world?
Participants shared their travel experiences and their heritage and origin connections through two Google form
questionnaires. The data was collected and fed into a GPS mapping software program called Tableau Public to
display maps, charts, and graphs about participants. The live maps were interactive and allowed viewers to click on
portions of the map or select different questions to view in map or chart form, including percentages and response
numbers for responses.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------During the fall, the “States and Countries of Travel” map was launched. View questions and results below. Please
note that participants could enter up to three states and/or three countries and were asked to indicate the purpose of
that travel by selecting vacation, study, work, volunteering, or other.
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Minnesota was selected as the top state for study-related travel – no surprise!

3
Colorado was selected as the top state for vacation-related travel.

4
Spain was selected as the top country for study-related travel.

Canada was selected as the top country for vacation-related travel.

5
The United States, Brazil, Costa Rica, Liberia, and Mexico were all equally selected as countries for volunteerrelated travel.

Belarus, Germany, Kenya, Russia, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom were equally selected as countries for workrelated travel.

6
During the spring, the “Origins” map was launched. View screenshots of questions and results below. Please note
that the full lists of ancestral groups and ancestral countries is cut off in these screenshots. These designations were
determined by U.S. Census data from 2000 although the team acknowledges that these are not the only ways or
even preferred ways to quantify our global and ancestral connections.
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8
The U.S. was selected as the most common home country.

Minnesota was selected as the most common home state for respondents who said they were born in the
United States.

9
Ancestral countries were represented in a Bubble Plot and in a Bar Plot.

